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From our Group Managing Director and CEO

Who we are

Our inaugural Modern Slavery Statement, outlines our ongoing approach to identifying and
managing modern slavery risks across the Campus Living Villages (CLV) Group.

Campus Living Funds Management Pty Limited (ABN 19 115 371 321) “Campus Living Villages or CLV” is the trustee
of four trusts:

In line with the Modern Slavery Act 2018 (Cth), we look at our exposure to Modern Slavery violations and identify where it
may be present in our operations and our supply chains. We are committed to establishing effective governance
structures and building our capability to address this important issue.
Our inaugural Modern Slavery Statement identifies our approach to managing our Modern Slavery risks.
Key highlights over the past 12 months include:
Analysis and risk assessment of our supply chain to determine the sectors and locations where our risk is most prevalent
Issued our Human Rights Policy and Supplier Code of Conduct, and;
Conducted Modern Slavery training for our 1000 plus staff across Australia, NZ, UK and USA
CLV is committed to being ethical, fair, and transparent; respecting and promoting human rights for everyone – from our
people, our University partners, our customers and to those employed with our suppliers.

Campus Living Australia Trust (ABN 76 639 813 054)
Campus Living NZ Trust (ABN 76 652 637 319)
Campus Living UK Trust (ABN 69 408 391 907)
Campus Living US Trust (ABN 48 370 045 004)
Consistent with the Accounting Standard AASB 10 Consolidated Financial Statements, CLV does not consolidate these
trusts and therefore does not have consolidated revenue that exceeds $100m. Additionally, none of the four trusts has
consolidated revenue that exceeds A$100m. On this basis, CLV is not required to comply with the Modern Slavery Act 2018
(Cth). Nevertheless, consistent with our values and the importance of transparency is tackling modern slavery in
operations and supply lines, we have determined that we should prepare a report for the CLV Group covering risks across
all four trusts.
Campus Living UK Trust (ABN 69 408 391 907) is a reporting entity for the purposes of the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015
and has issued a report each year consistent with that Act.

This statement is endorsed by the Board of Campus Living Funds Management Pty Limited.

Joe Dicks

John C Schroder

Chairman

Group Managing Director and CEO

leading the way in student accommodation
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Our Structure, Operations, and Supply Chain
Structure and Operations
Campus Living Villages is an owner and operator of purpose-built student accommodation (PBSA), serving over 35,000
students at more than 50 campuses across Australia, New Zealand, United Kingdom, and United States. We develop, own,
operate and manage PBSA assets to create and support thriving University communities and a ‘home away from home’
for our residents and our University partners.

2003 - 2020

Owner Operator Developer

Sustainability Focus

First Village opened in 2003 at Sydney
University, Australia. Our most recent
Village in Durham, England welcomed
its first students in September 2020.

Actively develop, own, and manage
a diverse portfolio of on campus
accommodation for the changing
needs of students and Universities.

Environmental, Social, and Governance
(ESG) underpins our focus on
sustainable practices, social approach
to our customers and people, and
ensuring corporate citizenship

7618 Beds
3788 Beds
11490 Beds
67 Villages
50 Universities

1070 Employees
(Including 339 students RAs)

11972 Beds

Figure 1 - Regional Breakdown

26%

The inner ring represents the proportion of beds
in each region.

23%
33%

32%
43% 45%

The outer ring represents the number of suppliers
in each region.

35%
34%

Asia-Pacific

29%

North America

Figure 2 - Tier 1 Supply Chain Sector Breakdown
(Count of Supply)
Almost half (41%) of our suppliers are involved with
building construction and maintenance. Comparing
figure 2 and 3 shows that spend on these sectors is
spread across a larger number of individual vendors.

Europe

18%
31%
Construction and Building Services - 18%
Professional Services - 18%
Cleaning Services & Facilities Management - 16%
ICT - 9%

Profesional services are a lower risk sector comprising
of almost a fifth of the Group supply chain.

Through our broader ESG strategy we are committed to sound governance practices enhancing our role as a student
accommodation provider, for all stakeholders. Governance practices are regularly reviewed by the Executive Team and
Board to ensure our responsibility to stakeholders, our people and our customers is met.

The middle ring represents the value of suppliers
in each region (AUD).

Security services (6% of suppliers) is a highly relevant
sector, particulary in the US where it makes up a tenth of
the supply chain.

Furniture, Textiles, Stationery, White Goods - 7%

18%

Other - 31%

7%
9%

16%

Supply Chain
In FY20, across the CLV Group, we partnered with a broad range of direct suppliers across multiple sectors, ranging from
large corporates to small family enterprises and sole traders.

19%
29%

Figure 1 below shows the regional breakdown of our tier 1 supply chain by number of suppliers and annual spend relative to
the proportion of our business. Vendors in the Asia-Pacific make up approximately 45% of total suppliers and 43%
of total spend. Many of these suppliers are Australian or New Zealand based, and include the professional services sector.
European suppliers (primarily from the UK) make up the smallest share of our supply chain, reflecting a concentration of
our procurement relative to the size of the business in this region.

Professional Services - 29%

7%

Construction & Building Services - 20%
Cleaning Services & Facilities Management - 13%
Utilities - 11%
ICT - 7%

11%

Count and spend of suppliers in North America matches our operations in this region.

leading the way in student accommodation

Construction services, cleaning, and facilities
management make up over 30% of spend.
Professional services match this proportion.
Importantly, 80% of FY20 spend was concentrated in
the top 5 sector categories.

Other - 19%

13%

Figure 3 - Tier 1 Supply Chain Sector Breakdown
(FY20 Contract Value)

20%

Utilities (11% of spend) is classified as a low risk
sector. Our focus is on the environmental impact
and ensuring we source solutions that support the
reduction of our carbon footprint.

leading the way in student accommodation
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Modern Slavery Risks in our Operations and Supply Chain

Supply Chain

In 2020 and 2021, we undertook extensive due diligence to analyse and understand any potential risks in our existing supply
chain, ensuring those areas which may be predisposed to compromising human rights based on geographical, sector, or
business model factors are identified.

Having understood the context of CLV’s supply chain from both a regional and sector perspective, high risk areas can be
identified and analysed further.

Operations
Operationally, we have defined mechanisms to support our people and prevent Modern Slavery risks from emerging. These
include a range of policies, processes, and training and are outlined below.
We have identified potential risks across three key areas of our operating structure;

1. US Furniture Manufacturing
CLV operates a small scale furniture manufacturing business in the United States that directly supplies our Villages (and
only our Villages) with furniture for internal fit-out purposes. Risks that traditionally present themselves in manufacturing
are varied but often manifest through long supply chains, materials from unknown sources, employment of at risk groups,
and poor reporting.
The US furniture business is covered by all Group policies (outlined below) and the same Modern Slavery framework as
applied to the rest of our supply chain. In addition, the small scale and concentrated focus of the manufacturing enables us
to capture and mitigate material Modern Slavery risks without other influences.

2. US Resident Assistants and Accommodation Provisions
Free accommodation for student Resident Assistants (RAs) at Villages in the United States is included as part of their
employment. The risk that exists here is that RAs who wish to leave the business for other employment may not be free
to do so as they would give up their right to free accommodation.
CLV does not prevent RAs from leaving its employment and RAs are covered by the same rights and responsibilities
as outlined in Group policies. To support RAs who wish to leave their employment but may not be able to financially
support themselves, CLV would provide case by case support or refer the student to University services to arrange
additional assistance.

Modern Slavery risk in professional services is considered low for the purposes of our framework and statement, so this
major part of our supply chain is excluded and we instead focus on the risks identified where CLV has the greater ability to
take further action.
41% of suppliers and 39% of spend are concentrated in the construction and building services, cleaning services and
facilities management, and furniture, textiles, stationery, and white goods classifications.
Also of importance to identifying risks in the supply chain is that 74% of suppliers and 77% of spend originates in regions
that either a) have only recently introduced Modern Slavery legislation (like Australia) or b) do not have a regulatory
requirement to report against human rights issues. These regions, as compared to our European suppliers which operate in
the context of the UK MSA 2015, do not have a need to manage Modern Slavery risks outside of a voluntary context.
This decreases transparency and the ability to detect risks.
This sector and geographical breakdown supports the methodology used to identify suppliers in these high risk areas.

Why these regions and sectors are considered high risk?
Lack of visibility and fragmentation in multi-tiered supply chains, particularly surrounding labour sub-contracting and
business models.
Unknown source and origin of products, particularly from the top 50 countries identified in the UN Global Slavery Index.
Concentration of both likelihood and impact of Modern Slavery incidents.
Inherent nature of these businesses fosters low margin competition, high turnover, and low turnaround time practices
which create preconditions to exploit vulnerable people.

3. Active developments and refurbishments in the UK and Australia
Prior to the onset of COVID-19, CLV was engaged in several active development opportunities in the UK and undertaking
major refurbishment projects in Australia. These activities are resuming as the effects of the pandemic lessen.
Typical risks exist in the procurement of materials from unknown origins or the presence of subcontractors at the
construction sites, particularly when their employment status is not verified. Specifically in the UK, varying standards
across borders increase the chances of Modern Slavery risk for materials and people procurement.
We have also identified potential risks across key areas of our supply chain;

leading the way in student accommodation
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Actions Taken to Address Modern Slavery Risks

2. Supplier Screening Tools

As highlighted, CLV had existing policies and processes in place to govern and manage the risks to our people and supply
chain. As part of our broader ESG strategy, new actions have been implemented to refine these structures into a Modern
Slavery framework.

We developed a phased online questionnaire system by which existing and new suppliers can be screened for Modern
Slavery risks. As part of the procurement process, suppliers will need to complete a phase 1 questionnaire relating to
general information on their product, sourcing, and labour systems and any relevant credentials for management of human
rights. A phase 2 questionnaire requesting further information on their practices is required should the initial response be
insufficient.

1. Risk Assessment and Due Diligence Audit
In FY20, our supply chain was risk assessed on common indicators of Modern Slavery, based on those outlined by UN
Global Slavery Index. These include nature of goods or services, source country, and business model. Our goal was to
identify those suppliers which fell outside a justified level of risk and could be classified as ‘high risk’.

CLV will not engage with suppliers who are unable to pass these screening questionnaires.
The questionnaires will also be sent retrospectively to the suppliers identified as ‘high risk’ in our due diligence
assessment.

To deliver this due diligence work, professional and university services were excluded for reasons stated above.

3. Standard Contract Clauses

The sectors outlined in the aforementioned supply chain analysis are of particular relevance to managing Modern Slavery
risk across the business.

All new supplier contracts (such as cleaning contracts, ICT procurement, and material sourcing) will include standard
clauses ensuring the vendor complies with CLV’s processes and policies relating to Modern Slavery and human rights risks.

The results of our due diligence are highlighted below. This chart shows all suppliers whose total risk level was 5 or
greater, approximately 30% of all suppliers. The remaining suppliers are considered to present lower risk, both in terms of
likelihood and impact.

4. Governance and Policies

Individual indicator risk levels (outlined above and defined by the UN Global Slavery Index) are rated from 1 to 3, ranging low
to high respectively.
Total risk level is the sum of individual risk levels. ‘High risk’ is classified as 7 or higher. This level was chosen as a natural
inflection point in the materiality of supplier Modern Slavery risk.

We have a number of existing policies and governance structures designed to manage risks relating to our people and
suppliers. New additions to formalise the framework also strengthen this area of management. To complement existing
responsible governance practices, we introduced the Group Human Rights Policy which highlights our approach to these
risks, as well as minimum standard and expectations for both employees and suppliers.
All employees are covered by this policy.
All suppliers must agree and adhere to the conduct outlined in this policy.
The Group Whistleblower Policy is the primary method of remediation for addressing incidents of Modern Slavery or
other human rights breaches. It provides an anonymous and non-discriminatory resource for staff and suppliers to engage
with CLV.

4% 4%
Total Risk Level Breakdown
To assess risk we focus on the specific
indicators of contract value, nature
of product or service, geographic
location, and business model. This
helps define when, where, and how
Modern Slavery risk could emerge.
Suppliers in the Construction
and Building Services, Facilities
Management, Security and Cleaning
Services sectors present the highest
risks and are most relevant to our
business. makes up a tenth of the
supply chain.

Human Rights Policy

10%

Whistleblower Policy

37%

Respect in the Workplace
Health & Safety Policy
Fair & Transparent Business Practices Policy
Diversity & Inclusion Policy

Risk Level 9
Risk Level 8

5. Training

Risk Level 7

All CLV employees undertook Modern Slavery training prior to the date of this report. This covered education on the
background of Modern Slavery, our approach, the tools and support we have designed to manage risks, and where they can
seek help. In addition, all of the tools outlined above are available to staff via Microsoft Teams for efficient file sharing and
tracking.

Risk Level 6
Risk Level 5

44%

leading the way in student accommodation
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Assessing the Effectiveness of Actions Taken

Our Consultation Process

The effectiveness of the above actions can be measured through 3 key areas;

Ensuring oversight and understanding across all regions is critical to the effective identification and management of
Modern Slavery risks. Representatives within the legal, procurement, and ESG teams from each controlled entity came
together via the Governance Project Working Group to develop the Group level Modern Slavery framework.

Training and Education Participation
Supplier Screening Responses
Health, Safety, and Environment (HSE) Monitoring
Our Modern Slavery training program targets 100% coverage of staff to ensure full penetration and awareness across our
business. This training will also be offered on a rolling basis in all on-boarding and staff refresher courses.
Questionnaire responses from suppliers will also provide a twofold measurement of effectiveness. Firstly, it provides a
barometer as to whether or not CLV’s expectations and actions are understood by suppliers as well as a broader measure
of how well Modern Slavery is managed by our suppliers without additional input. Secondly, positive responses provide a
means for CLV to further catalogue its supply chain and address Modern Slavery risks on a more granular level such as Tier
2 analysis via engagement and collaboration with individual suppliers.

Consultation with UK operational staff was also significant to adopt consistency and best practice for the Group
framework, given this region has been reporting under the UK Act since 2015.
Endorsement
at highest level
of CLV Management

Alignment and integration
of Modern Slavery with business objectives
and development of statement

Development of framework
and compliance including risk assessments,
supplier screening tools & policy.

Board and Executive
Leadership

ESG Project
Control Group

Governance Project
Working Group

We expect to have an in-depth review of high risk supplier responses by June 30 2021, based on retrospective due diligence
for FY20.
CLV's existing Protecht system provides an effective risk management tool that can measure workplace accidents,
injuries, and grievances. With screening tools now in circulation and training offered to staff, this process will also be used
for staff to acknowledge any issues with supplier conduct. A range of staff across Operations are equipped to manage
these issues in accordance with policy and procedure.

leading the way in student accommodation

Australia

New Zealand

United States

United Kingdom
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Other Relevant Information
We welcome feedback on this statement and the framework
we have outlined. Modern Slavery and human rights issues are
central to our ESG strategy and we recognise the important of
corporate citizenship in managing these risks for our residents,
our people, and our partners.

Several relevant points must be noted to understand the development of our Group Modern Slavery Framework and
associated actions outlined above.

UK Compliance
As mentioned above, Campus Living UK Trust has been compliant with UK MSA legislation since it became law in 2015.
Due to this we have relied on the accumulated knowledge of legal and procurement teams in the UK to understand the
processes and policies required for delivery of an efficient management framework. Lessons learned in the UK have been
adapted to different operations in each region and may take some time to reach full effectiveness.
The Governance Project Working Group has a broader remit to continue refining this strategy and framework to ensure CLV
is adopting best-practice and responsibly addressing Modern Slavery risks in all aspects of business.

Technology
As a solution to some of the limitations caused by COVID-19, future considerations include complete automation of
supplier screening and qualification.
A variety of technologies and applications are already available or in development to serve this need. Investment in digital
infrastructure to manage Modern Slavery risks will both enhance the integration of the framework into business operations
but also maximise the extent to which CLV can monitor its effectiveness.

We are in this together.

Our 2020 Sustainability Report details our approach to ESG,
and can be found here.
Please direct any questions or feedback to;
Justine Cooper
Group Sustainability and Corporate Communications Executive
justine.cooper@clv.com.au
Daniel Reinhard
Sustainability Analyst
daniel.reinhard@clv.com.au

Industry Initiatives
Another consideration as our framework matures is to engage with industry groups and experts on best-practice and
innovation ideas. Examples include the Cleaning Accountability Framework Inc. which aims to improve labour practices in
the cleaning industry.

Green Living

Phygital World

Sustainability

Smarter Safety

Cultural Wellbeing

Supportive

Responsive

Integrated

Governance

Growth
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Phone: +61 2 9270 1600
Email: info@clv.com.au
Visit: campuslivingvillages.com
Triniti Building 2
Level 6
39 Delhi Road
North Ryde NSW 2113

